THE STUDIO COLLECTION
A New World Of Design And Technology

“

Th Studio Collection will stir your senses and make personalizing
The
g yyour
décor a simple pleasure. Splash into a new world of design and
déco
d technology
and create the perfect canvas for your own sense of style.
yle.
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”

WALL PLATE

Featuring titanium edging and a screwless finish, the Studio design will add a touch
of elegance to any room. Use it throughout the house by wrapping any light switch or receptacle
in a Studio plate to echo your personal style and taste.
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“

Does white leave you feeling neutral? Add a rich, lustrous
finish. Think strong, timeless, versatile. With a monitoring system in
sleek Titanium, your powerful sense of style can help you keep
an eye on the whole house—and let your confidence shine.
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”

CAMERA

The Camera System provides a crystal clear, real-time view of up to four areas inside or
outside of your home. Discreet, adjustable cameras can display all the action on any TV, over the
Internet, or on an LCD–even in low light or nighttime conditions. Each camera also includes
a microphone, enabling audio as well as video monitoring.
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“

If you value shades of intrigue and artistic vision over self-reflection,
trade Titanium for Gloss Black. Daring. Sophisticated. With the ability to
see through walls, you’ll never live in the dark again.
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”

DISPLAY

The wall-mounted flat panel LCD Console lets you monitor your home and your loved ones from a central
location such as the kitchen. It features a 7” full color high resolution LCD screen, as well as integrated speakers
for audio monitoring. The sleek console displays crystal clear images from up to four cameras.
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“

Are you a shade more passionate? As vibrant as Valencia, Spanish
Red adds warmth and spirit to multi-room audio. Now everyone under
your roof can keep their own distinctive beat. The kids can rock out
upstairs while you flamenco in the family room.
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”

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO

The Whole House Audio System delivers high-quality stereo music to every corner of your home,
or allows you to plug in your iPod® for personalized music in just one or two rooms. The sleek keypad
makes controlling the music in each location as easy as flipping a light switch.
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“

Looking for an exotic escape every day? Let the cool tones of Cozumel
transport you. Immerse yourself in the ease of speaking with those you love,
anywhere, anytime. And create a calming, personal retreat, where soothing
conversations begin without ever leaving the room.
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”

INTERCOM

The Selective Call Intercom System keeps each member of your family connected anywhere
inside or outside of your home through elegant, wall-mounted units about the size of a light switch.
The system includes personalization options such as digital door tones and room names, and
is simple to control via the high-resolution screen with easy-to-use navigation.
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COLORS

BASIC COLORS
Basic is anything but boring. It sets the
standard for a cultivated environment.

White

Light Almond

Gloss Black

Titanium

Aloe

Bordeaux

Cameo Pink

Citrus

Cyan

Moss

Nirvana

Spanish Red

HUES
Looking to add some personality to your
unique living space? We offer a full spectrum
of stylish possibilities.

Cozumel
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COLORS

NEUTRAL COLORS
For a clean look that goes with everything,
think neutral — the ideal palette for a simple
modern or classic minimal aesthetic.

Khaki

Sand

Cement

Taupe

METALLICS
Sometimes the perfect complement is a touch
of sheen. Metallics available for outdoor
products only.

Brushed Stainless

Antique Brass

Shiny Brass

Oil-Rubbed Bronze

White
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TECHNOLOGY

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO
The On-Q Multi-Room Audio System delivers
the music you want throughout your home
and even outdoors. Available in standard or
high performance versions, it can distribute
up to four audio sources, such as your stereo
or iPod®, to up to eight rooms, with the ability
to add more rooms as needed.

Keypad

High Performance
Keypad

iPod® Input

Room Unit

Patio Unit

Door Unit

Audio products are available in Gloss Black,
Light Almond, Titanium, or White finishes.

INTERCOM
The Selective Call Intercom System enables
convenient communication at the touch of
a button. It allows up to three simultaneous
conversations and is completely customizable,
including options like personalized room
names and digital door tones.
Room units are available in Gloss Black,
Light Almond, Titanium, and White finishes.
Outdoor units are available in Metallic finishes
only.
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Video Door Unit

TECHNOLOGY

DISPLAY
The perfect addition to an On-Q Camera
System, the LCD allows you to view your
camera images from a central location like
the kitchen and includes a 7” high-resolution
screen with built-in speakers. The TV Display
Interface lets you view your camera images on
TV Display Interface

the TV by using the universal remote.
The LCD Console is available in Gloss Black,
Light Almond, Titanium, and White finishes.
The TV Display Interface is available in Black,
Light Almond, and White.

LCD Console

CAMERA
On-Q cameras are perfect for keeping an eye
on your home and your loved ones. They can
mount in either the wall or the ceiling, and they
feature a high-resolution wide angle view. Each
system can include up to four color cameras,
with the ability to add more as needed.
In-Wall Camera

In-Ceiling Camera

The camera is available in Brown, Light
Almond, and White finishes.
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